
ElectroMagneticPulse (EMP) Threats to the US Infrastructure 

In December 2018, Ceramic Cement Corp (C3) announced that our EMP X-Rok™ Solution is ready to be 

deployed.  Assets coated with our patented and tested ceramic coating will be protected from EMP, RF, EMR, 

bombardment and… even nuclear gamma and neutron energy waves.                                                                                   

The Issues Defined: EMP is a two pronged issue: 

1) Geomagnetic Storms 
From the USGS: 

A geomagnetic storm is a temporary disturbance of the Earth's magnetosphere. Associated with solar coronal 

mass ejections, coronal holes, or solar flares, a geomagnetic storm is caused by a solar wind shock wave which 

typically strikes the Earth's magnetic field 24 to 36 hours after the event. 

Please watch this video of an event in NYC in December 2018, in which large sections of the ConEd and 

other electric grids were literally shutdown, incurring huge expenditures to restore. 
https://youtu.be/woR7IYXYj3s 
 

2) Deliberate attacks by enemy forces intended to disrupt/destroy our electrical grid and digital 

infrastructure. 

This excerpt from The Chairman of The 2017 EMP Commission Report to Rick Perry at DOE: 

--Nuclear EMP attack is the ultimate cyber weapon in the military doctrines and plans of Russia, 

China, North Korea, and Iran for Combined-Arms Cyber Warfare that they see as a decisive new 

Revolution in Military Affairs…..The full text of this letter is listed in the first link below. 
 

A high-altitude nuclear burst would generate an EMP(electromagnetic pulse), like a super-powerful radio wave 

that would cause protracted blackout of electric grids and destroy all kinds of electronics across a vast region. 

Communications, cars, airplanes, computers, electronics that support business and finance, industrial 

production and the supply of food and water, would suddenly be destroyed, literally at the speed of light. 

Listed below are several recent reports on this highly dangerous threat. 

https://michaelmabee.info/three-new-emp-commission-reports-released/ 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/washington-secrets/north-korea-reveals-nuclear-emp-attack-plans 

https://thehill.com/opinion/cybersecurity/411451-ignoring-emp-threat-is-a-death-sentence-for-americans 

C3 holds exclusive global management, production, marketing, sales rights to X-Rok related patents in the 

U.S., China, Japan, S. Korea, Europe (inclusive of 27 countries), the Russian Federation, Israel, Canada, New 

Zealand and Mexico, with numerous other patents pending’s throughout the world. 

Contact Jan M. Levine, CEO/president at 984.777.5900 x1   or email Jan@CeramicCement.com 
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